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It’s that time again! If ANYONE is interested in serving
our Chapter, PLEASE reach out to Maria & Cathy.

Chapter Elections
Upcoming Chapter and Regional Events

1

Maria Esparraguera: mdesgirt@comcast.net
Cathy Steele: moira46@gmail.com

Help Sophia Find the Chapter Patches!
Publications

Upcoming Chapter Events

Monthly Feature – Expanding Your Horizons

2

Navigating a Presidential TFR

3-4

Next Chapter Meeting March 13th 10:00 A.M.
Featuring Ashish Solanki – see details on page 5.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/9739925140?pwd=NDlEekNX
VXlncjJCcHROZDNPS2UxUT09

Submitted by Maria Esparraguera
February Chapter Meeting Recap
March Featured Speaker Ashish Solanki

Chapter Elections

Meeting ID: 973 992 5140
Passcode: Cessna150

5

New Member Ratings

Upcoming Regional Events
Check the 99s Calendar Website for Upcoming Events:
https://www.ninety-nines.org/calendar.htm

2020-2021 Chapter Officers
Help Sophia Find the Chapter Patches!

Chair: Jane Toskes
Planejane49@gmail.com (443-756-7890)

If anyone has any information or knows the whereabouts
of the Chapter Patches ordered for the Mid Atlantic
Section Conference, please reach out to Sophia!

Vice Chair / Webmaster: Sophia Dengo
sdengo@gmail.com (832-566-3655)
Secretary: Meaghan Cohen

Publications

Meaghan83@gmail.com (443-799-5770)

https://www.ninety-nines.org/pdf/newsmagazine/20201112.pdf

Treasurer: Alice Li

https://www.faa.gov/news/safety_briefing/2020/media/NovDec2020.pdf

lizhengzju@gmail.com (404-984-0617)
Member Chair: Donna Suwall
dsuwall@aol.com (410-608-7542)
AEMSF Chair: Carol Christian
carolc91@gmail.com (410-929-2359)

Chapter Newsletter Input
Send us your latest flying destinations, restaurant
recommendations, or any new ratings/endorsements!
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Monthly Feature – Expanding Your Horizons
Submitted by General Aviation Joint Steering Committee (GAJSC) Loss of Control (LOC) Work Group
The General Aviation Joint Steering Committee feel that environmental unfamiliarity has led to a significant number of
General Aviation Controlled Flight Into Terrain or Loss of Control accidents. Training and experience in diverse flight
environments improves pilots’ ability to recognize and successfully cope with new flight challenges.
ADM Recommendations
Q Studies suggest that a significant number of General Aviation accidents are caused in part with environmental
unfamiliarity.
Q Pilots with a wide range of experience are better able to cope with new flight situations
o Acquiring experience in a wide range of environments improves overall pilot performance
Q Pilots who want to operate in unfamiliar environments should seek instruction from CFIs who are proficient in that
environment.
Q Pilots should research requirements for operation in new environments.
o Over water equipment
o Survival gear
Q Pilots should be cautious when viewing videos of flight operations. They frequently depict extreme operations and often
have little instructional value
Q Pilots operating in remote areas or over water should consider Personal Locator Beacon and/or Satellite telephone
equipment.
Q In addition to a flight plan, pilots operating in remote areas or over water should leave a detailed itinerary, including a
contact schedule, with a trusted agent. If the pilot does not check in with the agent according to the itinerary schedule,
the agent can notify authorities who can begin a search.
Pick a destination: Maritime ¨ Mountains ¨ Desert ¨ Complex high-traffic airport ¨ Short/Soft Field ¨ High density
altitude ¨ Survival considerations
Research the destination: Chart Supplement (formerly A/FD) ¨ VFR Charts ¨ Magazine articles ¨ Aircraft Type
Clubs & Pilot Associations ¨ On-line videos ¨ Pilot / Instructor interviews
Research the Requirements: Over water equipment ¨ Survival Gear ¨ Weight and Balance Calculations
Find an Instructor: You may have to travel ¨ Interview several Instructors ¨ Get a thorough local checkout
Work up to the Challenge: Get some hours in the density altitude environment (at a good-sized airport).
Dress for Success: In an emergency, what you have in your pockets is survival equipment. What you have in the
baggage compartment is camping gear!
References:
Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge (FAA-H-8083-25B) – Chapter 2 – ADM
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/phak/media/04_phak_ch2.pdf
Aviation Risk Management Handbook (FAA-H-8083-2) – Chapters 5 and 6
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/media/risk_management_hb_change_1.pdf
Single Pilot Resource Management
https://www.faa.gov/news/safety_briefing/2015/media/se_topic_15_03.pdf
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Navigating a Presidential TFR
Submitted by Maria Esparraguera
On February 5-8, 2021, the first Presidential TFR
went into effect for the Biden residence at
Wilmington, DE. There are two rings; a 12-mile nofly zone (inner ring) and a 30-mile restricted zone
(outer ring). The TFR encompasses many airports
on the outer ring, including Massey (MD1),
Clairmont (58M), Summit (EVY), Harford Co (0W3),
Chester Co/Carlson (MQS), and Brandywine
(KOQN); New Garden (N57), Wilmington (KILG)
and Spitfire (7N7) are within the no-fly zone. There
are cutouts for Cross Keys (17N), Wings Field
(LOM), Perkiomen Valley (N10), Heritage Field
(KPTW) and Phillips Army Airbase at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.
In anticipation of the TFR, I attended an FAA
Safety Briefing entitled “When the President
Comes to Town.” The first part of that briefing
concerned the need to always verify, generally
through Flight Service (Wx Brief -800.992.7433),
that a TFR had popped up. The importance of
having a recorded briefing could not be stressed
enough. They noted that no one should be in the
TFR without a squawk code.
My home base airport is 0W3, Harford County; it is a non-towered airport. The FAAST briefers instructed that pilots
should file either a VFR or IFR flight plan prior to departing with Flight Service (or any way that they usually file). Within
the ring, if the airport you are departing from has the remote radio ability to contact Clearance Approach, you could get the
squawk through ATC. Otherwise, the briefers recommended a phone call to the appropriate Clearance Delivery on the
ground before departing an airport to get a squawk code. Put the squawk code in your transponder immediately when
starting up and call Clearance Approach as soon as you are airborne. The emphasis was not to squawk 1200 at any time
within the TFR. The special squawk must be used. Because of my location, I assumed Potomac Clearance Delivery
(866.429.5882). The briefers noted that once you are clear of the TFR, they will advise a frequency change, and that you
should be well clear of the TFR ring (GPS may not be entirely accurate).
My main concern was getting the squawk code after filing a VFR flight plan—because Clearance Approach/Delivery does
not see VFR flight plans. I heard from another pilot who flew the TFR early on Saturday who relayed that Potomac
declined to give him a code because they don’t see VFR flight plans. He then had to call Flight Service and was advised
to file two SFRA flight plans (one for departure and the other for arrival). He did and was given a discrete code for the
first one by Potomac. He put in the code, radioed Potomac after departure with the squawk code and continued to talk to
them. He flew over Fallston (W42, outside the TFR), but did not land and they let him keep the same squawk code and
return to 0W3 with the same code.
The DC Special Flight Rules Area flight plans are to be used in that airspace and require that the entrance to the SFRA
gate be identified. While they allow Potomac Approach/Delivery to see the filed flight plan, it is questionable as to how the
SFRA flight plan applies to the TFR.
My experience on Monday February 8 was similar. I filed 2 VFR flight plans on Foreflight the night before, then called
Potomac Clearance Delivery to get the squawk. They refused to acknowledge the VFR flight plans and said I had to call
Flight Service. I called Flight Service and they saw my VFR flight plans and asked why I had filed them. I explained that
the TFR was in effect and they said they’d have to check. They eventually agreed that it was. After that, they spent a long
time discussing what to do and eventually decided that I had to file SFRA flight plans, and did that with me on the same
call.
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With SFRA plans filed, I called Potomac back. They now recognized the flight plans and gave me a squawk. We turned
on the plane, kept the transponder on Standby initially and then put in the code. We departed and called 125.525 on the
radio as we departed. Potomac was very busy—it was a little heart-stopping until they recognized us. As soon as we
were out of the TFR ring, they dropped us—told us to squawk 1200.
The TFR was cancelled as we were in the air at about 9 AM, although it was supposed to go until 1600. I worry about
what we would have done had Potomac not recognized us again. In total, we spent at least 20-30 minutes on the phone
trying to get the squawk code before the flight. Potomac and Flight Service did not work together, and the SFRA flight
plan was an unusual way to address it.
I relayed the summary of the flight in emails to both FAA and AOPA. The FAA (Philly FSDO) responded by letting me
know that there was a phone number listed at the end of the Wilmington TFR NOTAM for the security operations center
(Philadelphia) that would have been the best number to call. They noted that Potomac Approach control is well versed in
operations regarding SFRA flight plans, however the Wilmington TFR NOTAM did not require them. They ultimately said
that “Philadelphia ATC will provide feedback to Flight Services regarding referral of stakeholders to the correct point of
contact to obtain the discrete transponder code.”
AOPA said that they had been in contact with FAA Security
about the issue, and that the Philly FSDO was incorrect. They
flatly stated that we should not call the number in the NOTAM
for a squawk code, because the only people that can assign a
squawk code are the local ATC facility – in our case, Potomac
(PCT).
Their advice was different and notable. They said that, while
pilots have to have a VFR flight plan filed, there is no need to
activate it. It is a security requirement, not an ATC one –
security needs a flight plan on file so they have a contact if
something goes wrong. They recommended contacting
Potomac Approach and just ask for the code – without bringing
up the flight plan.
The next time there’s a TFR for Wilmington, I will try that
advice—not mentioning the flight plan and just asking for the code. The purpose of this article is to offer you my
experience and to generate thought and discussion. I do think processes may change in the future. Things to remember
are to file the plan(s), allow for more time, don’t depart without a code, and keep trying. I’m sure it will get easier.
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February Chapter Meeting Recap
Virtual Attendees: Anita Ammon, Stephanie Baynes, Carol Christian, Meaghan Cohen, Sophia Dengo, Maria
Esparraguera, Leslie Hoffmeister, Alice Li, Shannon O’Brien, Cathy Steele, Jane Toskes, and Joanna Williams.

Ø

Donna reports that our Chapter Membership now totals 37 members, 2 life members, and 7 future women pilots
(student pilots).
Ø Treasurer: $2800+ in checking, 2 CDs of $2000 each. Note – Alice has reported updates in the past but amounts
were previously unpublished.
Ø Future meeting ideas: Please send any ideas/suggestions for Speakers to Jane Toskes or Sophia Dengo!
Ø Nominating committee: Maria and Cathy will present the slate of candidates by March 13 meeting. Please
consider volunteering!
Ø By-Laws – Please take a minute today to vote on our Chapter By-Laws. This is due no later than March 6th.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScFuRhRhxHL--f3AaX5TYxyPiHnL03qHF4qCdxp69GFNahGgQ/viewform
Ø Guest Speaker. Bill Barry, recently retired chief historian for NASA, also Air Force KC135 pilot. He was involved
with filming "Hidden figures" and talked about behind the scenes. Talk was recorded and Jane will be sending
this to Sophia to put on our Chapter website.

March Chapter Meeting Speaker – Ashish Solanki
Join us March 13th at 10 A.M. for our annual updates from MAA’s Ashish Solanki with updates, etc. for Maryland Airports!

Recent Member Accomplishments
Many congratulations to our newest Private Pilot, Anita Ammon! Anita completed her
checkride with DPE David Burton out of Millville, NJ (KMIV).
Congratulations as well to Lauren Brenneman. She's been working hard on her aviation
career path. We wish her all the best as she "flies" through all this work!!!
Private Pilot Anita Ammon

Q Recent Accomplishments: Commercial Pilot License & Spin Endorsement
with DPE David Burton
(needed for CFI). Completed Two FAA Written Exams - Advanced Ground
Instructor & Flight Instructor Airplane
Q Upcoming Goals: Written Exam Fundamentals of Instruction Exam, Finish Instrument Rating & CFI Ratings.
Finally, last but certainly not least, Maria Esparraguera successfully obtained her tailwheel endorsement!
Congratulations Maria!!!
The tailwheel endorsement does not require a minimum number of flight hours to obtain, and can possibly be
accomplished efficiently and safely within a few hours of flight training. CFR 61.31(i) does, however, require at least
certain maneuvers and procedures be performed:
Q Normal and crosswind takeoffs and landings.
Q Wheel landings (landing on the main gear while holding the tail off the
ground — check for manufacturer recommendations against such
landings).
Q Go-around procedures.
Q Your instructor might require additional maneuvers or procedures be
performed in order for you to demonstrate proficiency in a tailwheel
airplane. These maneuvers might include stalls, steep turns, emergency
maneuvers and procedures, etc.
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